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ABSTRACT
Problems in this study, is (1) How does a form of conversational implicature in speech of Fukamachi
Yousukeâ€™s figure as the main figure that violates the principle of Griceâ€™s cooperation in the `Kimi ga
Denwa wo Kaketeita Basho` novel? (2) What is the meaning implied in the use of conversational implicature
in speech of Fukamachi Yousukeâ€™s figure as the main figure in the `Kimi ga Denwa wo Kaketeita Basho`
novel?. The purpose of this study is (1) Describe the form of conversational implicature in speech of
Fukamachi Yousukeâ€™s figure as the main figure that violates the principle of cooperation Grice in the
`Kimi ga Denwa wo Kaketeita Basho` novel. (2) Describe the meaning of the utterance implicatures of
Fukamachi Yousukeâ€™s figure as the main figure in the `Kimi ga Denwa wo Kaketeita Basho` novel.
The method used in this research is qualitative method. The data source of this research is Fukamachi
Yousukeâ€™s utterances in Kimi ga Denwa wo Kaketeita Basho novel. Analysis of the data using the
principle of Griceâ€™s cooperation.
Data analysis that showed 32 Fukamachiâ€™s speech that violates the principle of Griceâ€™s cooperation.
Itâ€™s found 25 violations of maxim of quantity, 8 violations of maxim of relevance, 4 violations of maxim of
manner, and 2 violations of the maxim of quality. On one data, there is not only a violation of maxims, but
there is also data that has multiple violations of maxims.
Based on data analysis that has been done, The implicatures arise for reasons (1) speaker wants to provide
information to the addressees, (2) Speakers would like to request information to the addressees, (3) speaker
wants to maintain the respect, (4) speaker wants to reject  repectfully the addressees, ( 5) The speaker wants
to change the subject.
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